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Blackcap
FRAN BAILLIE
Sways in a cypress,
mournfully flutes,
the world’s judge
in eez black cap.
Mary doon alow
stript o er beads
in petticoat an kirtle
sports er black cap,
haid on the block,
waitin.
Executioner fae Calais
sports eez black cap,
hears the alarm call,
'TACC, TACC, TACC' like
strykin stanes.
Blackcap
sweengs in a cypress,
sings eez hert oot,
kens aa aboot daith,
seen it aa afore.
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Game
FRAN BAILLIE
Given from her father’s arm
into another’s hands,
she is the prize
in the pass-the-parcel game.
Her veil peeled back,
she’s unwrapped,
revealed,
a ringed bird.
He revels in
what he thinks is his.
Much later she will detach,
compile shopping lists,
think of England;
panting by numbers
while he skinnydips,
dabbles in the transparent pool
he thinks she is.
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Mr & Mrs Andrews take exercise
LESLEY BURT
Mrs A. removes hat, shakes white lace cuffs,
hinges at the hip for a dead-lift. Mr A.
buckles his shoes, watches BBC Breakfast
on muted TV above his treadmill.
Others wear correct gear: black Lycra
embellished with go-faster leg stripes,
she states, hitching her skirts; he smirks,
tucks his fowling piece under one elbow.
A woman executes sit-ups on the mat:
tattooed butterflies head from waistband
towards shoulder-blades; Mrs A. sighs,
looks at pigeons outside the window.
Mr A. increases speed and incline,
Mrs A. takes off her hat, adds weights:
Tomorrow, she says, let us walk in fields.
We’ll go shooting, he replies, with my dog.
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Sonnet 74
RICHARD CRAVEN
Whan that Novembre wyth hys soddynge leaves
of Yndyc Summer hys layt standde hath drownn’d,
and raynnes yternal blyte ye mowldy glebe
and clerkes skulck yn thayr cells yn studye brownne;
whan erly nyt and drearye mornyngge greyye
array ye darklyngge slummes yn damppe drabbenesse,
and laytest tydyngges fromme ye U.S.A.
extyngwyssh’d havve alle howpe and happynesse,
than longen knayves to ganne onne herowynne.
Nowwe sleezye marchaunts bearyngge Chyna Wyte,
and hypsters wyth a thyngge for Bombayye jynne
and Wyte Ace drynkers who forsake thayr Spryte,
converge lyk starvyngge dogges onne queynt Stowkes Crofft,
and daunce Saynt Vytus jyv wyth armes alofft.
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Chiang Mai fire
CHRISTOPHER JAMES
A half-mile away,
a farmer is staking out ground
as if planting flags. Fades in,
out, in, an unopposed intention
in a smoky picture frame.
What’s not forest shifts to farmland.
The paddies are reeking black,
the forest is burning, our hopes too.
Floods will not come as we wish
or cleanse stockpiled seas.
We know, balk, just drive our
unseen credits into the ground,
jet lag our sense of time,
shadows of ourselves yet
ourselves wholly.
Like that distant farmer: the sound
of hammering then, misaligned,
the sight of numb violence.
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To become One with Nature
JOHN LINDLEY
Today I learned to recognise the alder
by its leaf-shaped leaves, yesterday the bullfinch
by its bird-like wings.
Each day my knowledge of the natural world expands.
I sweat rainforests through my revision.
I am a bud opening, a seed cracking, a spring splintering
into part summer, part autumn.
I quaff questions from the rain and sip answers from the sun,
the light of my knowledge edging past daylight saving time
into long hours of brightness. I hear why the snake unsheaths
and what becomes of its abandoned scabbard.
Last December, knee deep in pentangles of snow,
I noted the sky and its shifts, sorted cumulus from alto cumulus,
cirrus from strata; learned the collective name for them.
Today I memorised where owls nest – in trees;
what the goat eats – everything; the direction of swallows
in winter – south; the colour of bluebells.
Tomorrow I shall open a book made from forest
and beckon badger and vole to tell me what they do,
why they are here and why it should matter;
wonder, if these facts aren't available,
if they ask the same of me.
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Foetal Position
SIMON JACKSON
Child to be,
curled like a sleeping dog
in a flesh basket you doze,
folded into a cartoon tiptoe,
approaching in silence,
hand to lips;
you are a bass clef,
your heart a throbbing bassline,
your flywing eyelids a buzzing drum skin;
a Buddha balloon, bobbing on an umbilical string,
waiting to be cut loose,
a zen smile playing across your mouth;
an apostrophe, replacing that something
missing between us;
a new world, your gravity dragging us together;
nose to nose, my arms enfold your mother
and we become a pair of parentheses
the three of us a single, self-contained clause.
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Notes on an Expedition to Mexico
JACKIE WILLS
Two men, with native help, report on each bird they snare.
Starting on the plain, they climb through thorns and cacti,
streams and cloud forest. They list hawks, kites, doves,
note how the stomach of a squirrel cuckoo contains a beetle and half way up they catch a single female screech owl. I can hear
the flock of swifts they netted in a ruined Spanish cathedral,
a young swallow far from home, see four humming birds feeding
in a blur, a family of nine wrens busy in a hedge. One specimen
had left its nest not more than ten days before.
I close the book on lost whistles, whirrs, squeaks, trills
and setts, on the dawn chorus unhooked from its skins,
carcasses emptied of sky, skeleton wings spread in cases
that used to be trees, under glass that seizes light like water
but cannot flow. A row of fly-catchers from Angola - five brides
asleep on russet veils. Six green broadbills together on their backs,
their emerald breasts a line of hills, beaks pointing at the sky
like stumps - knotted round each claw is a label and string.
Lastly, three hatchlings arranged in a nest, forever pleading.
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Belonging
STEPHEN JAMES
A hawk seen from the fast lane
is a welcome visitor,
but here, above this silent crag,
she authenticates the landscape.
I, too, am made in Northumbria,
but the bedrock I rest on is unyielding
and my fingers find no traction
among the roots of heather.
Nor can I match the shirtless farmer,
whose ruptured shoulders and iron mallet
drive a stake through the greasy turf.
I must go back to the hallowed halls
of waxed wooden floors and weak tea,
where the brain games come too easily.
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Syria as Metaphor
ANDY MCLEAN
Aleppo
Is not one of the Marx Brothers
Nor Hamas and Hezbollah
Chick pea dishes.
Blessed are the bombed
For they must have deserved it,
N’est-ce pas?
Those inadvertently baptized
Into the Aegean
Are already saved, so we’re all goodYes?
Images of refugees are clear, yet
Bashar the Ophthalmologist
Is no Ananias. And Paul will remain Saul
Until
Someone else can heal and be healed
On the road to Damascus.
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When I Write
SIMON PERCHIK
Before the rise of the Cockerel
From his wooden roost
To break the silence of dawn,
A crowing bell in his throat,
I must pluck my steely pen
From its holder, its nib
Spurting with grief floods.
I must wake the haunting Muse
And summon visions of gods
Bestriding skull domes,
A blood mass gleaming under their feet,
And how with matchless and cruel intensity
They must exhale fires from puffing nostrils
To afflict the fields, bleed the trees,
Strip young leaves of songs,
And cripple a crouched land
With a baggage of sorrows on its back.
I must etch lines about ancestral hills
Stripped of heads,
Of hemorrhaging birds
With pruned feathers,
Of crimson rivers that belch
The stench of their rotten entrails,
Of wailing streets stormed into fright
By the bomber’s blasts and the slayer’s stabs.
I must etch lines drenched in dolour,
Of a gnarled world that groans and smothers
In the claws of murderous beasts.
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So, I write of Aleppo’s cold blood rivers,
Of Mogadishu’s plains gasping in gory floods,
Of Borno maidens snatched and hauled into a cruel fief.
I write of the execrable thrones of demons
Of a newfangled world that decrees abominations
And mock the tumult in the clouds.
I etch lines about mongrels in fat castles
Gorging on the sweat of Calcutta’s slave factories.
I sing of the fury of avenging winds
That set reprisals against those forbidding thrones.
I write of blood pumping in a swell of retributions,
measure for measure, soul for soul.
I muse, I write, I etch
Of the blood of reckoning seasons.
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Sunset at Dusk
(i.m. Chinua Achebe)
SIMON PERCHIK
Were you the last pillar of reason standing tall
In the wild forest shaken by rustling winds?
Were you the last stone capping the rock
In the savannah stormed by wild anthills?
Blacksmith, whose fingers anvilled words
Into arrows of truth! You walked this land,
Where angels had fled on wings of haste;
Where men faltered and fell in the clefts of soil.
Has death swept the custodian of truth away
Leaving the land and its ancient lore unguarded?
Has the Ogidi gong gone silent when the songbird rode
Into heaven’s gates in clouds of swash?
The earth trembled at your passing,
Brazen gong, who told how kings and princes
Danced naked in the village square
And then wiped his nose with glory.
You told how the Cock farted and the earth hounded him
Like a drunken mob chasing an outlaw,
Because we know that the head that upsets the wasp
Must face the wrath of its sting.
For integrity you spurned
The laurels of a nation that sold its gleam,
Ọji tree, whose head pried the secrets of the skies.
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Bastion of birds of sorrow, now will they that nested
On your boughs scurry into unfamiliar
Thresholds where the sun holds back its gleam?
The sun that set at your dusk has cast grim shadows
Upon the broken walls of the clan. We still remember
How you held off the fury of gods like a rampart,
And walked where warriors dreaded to tread.
From a deep well of memory I sing you
This song of honour. I sing of your nobility,
Faithful custodian of truth, Ọja flutist
Who plucked home a wealth of glory.
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Kashmir
DEBASISH PARASHAR
The city
danced
to the tune of curfews
a tribhanga
reduced to fractured joints
aesthetically numb
(Tribhanga: Tribhanga posture is the thrice-bent figure in Indian
Classical dances in which the head is inclined to one side, the upper
body is bent in the opposite direction and part of the body below the
waist takes again the reverse direction.)
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Beard / Mixtape / Spellbook
JOHN PAUL DAVIS
Looking back on those days what else can I say except
I’ve never been photogenic?
For that reason, I carried around a really amazing camera.
I flirted briefly with a beard & loved myself, my face & pulse
arrayed under its raiment.
But the wife made a face with eyes narrow & her nose wrinkled
when she talked about it.
Even though it was right there in the room with her.
We had opposite philosophies of life. Like, she wanted to get ahead
& I wanted to build little cairns thanking the world for each magic
as we stumbled into it, grace by grace. To memorize it like
scripture. For example when I was a boy
if I heard a song I liked on the radio I would mash RECORD and
PLAY on my cassette player to trap as much of the song as possible
for listening later.
This is, by the way, technically illegal.
But tell a kid that. Tell a kid enraptured by the hook in a song
not to believe in fantastic other worlds. Tell a kid humming another
enchanted country that the future won’t be better.
Tell a miscreant who can smell the prayer of tomorrow’s music
that perfume is unimportant. I also stole my father’s walkman
when I was nine & was grounded to my room for a month.
That’s when I read the entire Bible, including the story of Samson
who lost his strength when he cut his long hair
& I am in no way blaming the failure of the marriage
on the electric clippers or the razor or the billion pinprick kisses
the winter left on my naked cheeks but after it was over,
when I had moved into the studio apartment,
the dark & wonderful new alone I just never went round
to the pharmacist’s to buy a new razor
I just let the days & months & years accrue
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like criminal fragments of song on the palimpsest of a worn
cassette, snatches of spells,
a thousand outlaw joys recorded over the lost original music.
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In the Garden of Spring
MATT DUGGAN
In the afternoon garden
full with flaws and clowns,
sipping apples
with an ear inside the bragging crowd;
an accent jumps like a bad audition
for a villains bit part
from Streetwise Mockney
Into Afrikaans –
Potato Skins
in Tarragon and Paprika;
bearded men carry their spawn
inside beige papooses.
Ramblers gather for latte
Cappuccino,
undermining
whoever serves them!
Cocaine noses twitching
like tadpoles in a pond of teenage spittle,
I see them strutting
swaying like hard shouldered drugstores;
Another afternoon
With the flaws and clowns of Spring!
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Blind Man Sleeping at The Great Machipongo Clam
Shack
GLEN LYVERS
What do you dream about, blind man? Voices
coming from below the ground, long canes,
longer than the world is deep?
Do you imagine you have experienced sight,
a great salty yawn spilling cracked oysters,
each unique odorous texture a vision?
I wish you would wake and tell me your dreams,
in words sufficient enough to remove my vision,
forever in the way of what you see.
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Some Thing in the Bed
GLEN LYVERS
There is a long window that doesn’t open
overlooking the parking lot. In its
recess, a black leggy thing, weightless
and still, lays on its side. It is
to fly as the thing in the bed is to
my mother — holding only the shape
and none of the spontaneity. She too is
weightless, buoyant in the heavy air,
adrift in familiar halls — fourteen
disbelieving eyes stare at a shucked husk.
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Tigers in Cloud Ships
STEPHEN PHILIP DRUCE
Clad in spiked plummet stilled vapour rip
as cotton ball angels drift,
sail scratch prowl circle bird cluster
in snow coat applause,
suited cream orchestras
abandon scarred circus skies
in chorus salute,
and tigers in cloud ships
roar unmanned their sweetest melody.
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Your eyes hurt me
ISAAC ALESH MELCHIZEDEK
Your -because one and one doesn’t equals
one anymore, because
your one is a tsunami
& I am the victim of this
eye calamity
---Eyes
that are not blue-sea as the sea,
not as calm in January cold
as the wavelet cuddling
the sea at night;
not a canoe
but
---Hurts
like sinking in the sea,
keeping mute, because,
well, because screaming at
the stolid sea isn’t just dumb
but punishable by death
Me--I’ve loved you since my lessons
of love-language
& hating you now is like
swimming against the Atlantic
just to save myself:
useless, tiring…
I’d rather drown in your eyes.
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Voids
AJISE VINCENT
what should we do, elders? what incantations,
or prayers can we chant to croak these demons
with eyes like that of an owl, savoring darkness,
smoking stamens of sequestered figs on the hallway
of our verdure? elders, we have sprinkled venoms
and ashes of burnt pythons on the borders of our
bay, hearth and camaraderie. yet no result? remember
we are on the brink of war. we are on a self-induced
armageddon. how potent are our charms? how sharp
are our arrows? that we sleep, like gods, while dews
and dust of gutty mornings lurk on the pinnacle of
our heads. it is time to remove the remora of nescience
from our eyes. it is time to gear up, like a cavalry. and
mount the stools in our shrines, it is time to ask,
“who shall be our deliverer?”
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Emily As I Took Solace In The Idea Of Russian Dolls
DARREN DEMAREE
Emily says she has collected all
of my formers
& is excited, most of all
to meet the last, tiny man
I become. That’s sweet, I told her,
but did you have
to save the thousand
versions of me
that were drunks only?
Of course, she said,
I kill one of those for every month
that you are sober
& that is what allows me
to continue to love your new layers
without punching you in the face.
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Emily As Cooled, We Began Again
DARREN DEMAREE
The sequence is a myth
because the sequence ends.
We are always new
& the idea that we keep choosing
to stay together
with only our petty dramas
separating us from time to time
means that nothing is certain,
but we’ve invented a new faith.
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Emily As A Lovely Mouth With So Much Force And
Ambition That I Bought A New House For Her
DARREN DEMAREE
I wanted to write a dirty poem
about Emily,
but the when of that poem
was decimated by the wind
of her wanting to stir
our world with her words
& since I am only a poet,
it took eight years for me
to do the only thing she asked
me to do. I learned to cook
her favorite meals for her
as well. Now, I havae ten
minutes to write some filthy
elegance about my dynamic wife,
but I chose to brag
about all four walls
she now climbs, like she isn’t
pregnant for the last time.
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Lost in the zoo
MIRIAM CALLEJA
Your skin stretched hard
So clear considering your age
Trying to take a selfie
With the giraffe that stuck my hand in its mouth
But that was years ago
You didn’t know me then
And now we have four million years of eyes
Between us, only gazes
Of what might have been
And we know the potential is there
And we’re not going to grab it
It’s feeding time for the lion cubs
You cannot call something cute
When it’s eating a rabbit whole
Blood on its light fur
And the noises, those noises
Of greed and hunger and nothing will come in its way
I devoured the scent of your lips
Fruity and secret
And you lost me in the butterfly house
Purposely, because you wanted to lose me
Somewhere beautiful
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Tribute to The Stalwart Warfared Stallions
ABDULRAHMAN M. ABU-YAMAN
I throw my salutes
to the stalwart warfared stallions
for their roles in shaping and reshaping
maps of territories
by gravitating their riders to
victories undefeated! Through their
stunts and calculated footworks
when dodging arrows and spears,
bullets and grenades.
History may have forgotten the
snorting swift stallion of King Arthur
with which he conquered kingdoms
in the UK,
but I will do my part and hail its courage!
History may have relegated the
striking sparks of light made by
Alexander the Great's stallion when
stepping on pebbles in battlefields;
stretching and expanding empires
in Europe,
but I will play my role by wailing its tenacity!
History may have omitted the clouds
of dust raised by Uthman Ibn Fodio's
stallion during its acceleration through the
Maghreb region to sub-Saharan Africa,
where he established his caliphates, but
I will blow my horn and howl its steadfastness!
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History may have zeroed how the
stallion of Sun Tzu penetrated into enemy
forces when elongating his sovereign of
dominion in Asia, but
I will bleed my pen to write of its resilience!
Even as history is myopic of
the stallions mounted by Achilles and
Hector in the famous war, yet it
still rewinds and pauses to immortalize
the giant wooden decoy; the Trojan horse!
after a computer virus.
Still in all, I cast my votes
for the staunch stallions, whose
memories history has left to sink
into an oblivion.
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Central Square, Douz, Tunisia
SIMON FLETCHER
A response to Marcus Goldson’s watercolour
in the Qube Gallery, Oswestry, Shropshire
The washed-out tangerine earth, the sheep and goats;
the farmers, travellers, artists meet in the square.
Striped carpets are laid around for comfort, rest,
a date palm’s branches lend shade to the square.
Mere motes in the distant eye of a dusty god:
our ant-like business draws us to the square.
The sun beats down on thirsty shaded talk,
a million grains of sand compound the square.
Each on their dry and solitary journeys;
so many wandering souls inhabit the square.
So why do others’ journeys touch you so,
Simon? What draws you into this square?
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Breaking the Cold Adult Shell
BEN NARDOLILI
The sweltering soup feeds the speculative device,
After an hour I’m ready to piece together
The rise and fall of the Roman Empire,
Or try to inquire into the values of quality
I’ll probably do what I did yesterday
When I last felt so charged with responsibility
And the blessings of inspiration:
Going out for a meeting with all nearby edges
There, I consider limits, setting up borders
By pulling down fences with laughter,
The new world is open and the land is colored
With the shades of broken down nations
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The Next Day
HOLLY DAY
The alarm went off and we found that the world
hadn’t ended, that all the ramblings of the church elders
weren’t true. My husband sighed and rolled out of bed
found there were only dirty clothes left for him to wear
sighed again, got dressed, went to work.
I could hear birds chirping in the yard
a squirrel on the roof, cars
passing on the road out front.
I held onto my dreams of apocalypse
for a few moments longer, savoring visions
of the angels, the devastation
that could still be waiting just outside the door.
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To Be
LANA BELLA
I have often wondered how you will kiss,
if you'll use too much lips or not enough
tongue, or just enough breaths to curl
my toes back-if time sleeps on the floor where the sun
is no longer yellow but darkly slate, then
I will make it so that your articulation can
slip through my skin, in perfect crimson
heat-I lick the air, tasting the coming rain, yet,
you need me still between the rhythms of
light before the sighs halfway on my mouth
begin to draw back-perhaps the manic strokes of Van Gogh or
the elastic delicateness of Chopin would
soothe the fiery blood into abstract series
of metaphors, with the pregnant turning of
your name leaving my lips—
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Lighthouses
ALAN CATLIN
Once upon a time, the vocation of
lighthouse keeper was a venerable one.
It was the perfect get-away-from-it-all
profession like joining the French Foreign
Legion only with water instead of sand.
The job required a special kind of temperament
like being able to withstand long periods of
isolation and be able to concentrate during
times of stress. Watching the seas,
for distressed ships, is a tough business.
Being able to deal with the densest kind
of fog imaginable, being hemmed in with zero
visibility, sometimes for days at a time, is
no fun either. Through it all the keeper had
to keep the lights focused so that ships could
find their way to safety under these kinds of
adverse circumstances. Obviously, the work
isn’t of everyone. Look what happened to Jack
when he took the caretaker’s position in
“The Shining”. Similarly, one of Poe’s last,
incomplete stories, has a rather unstable
personality signing up for a couple of years
in a particularly desolate place, hoping to
finish a novel that wasn’t going well.
As might be expected, stuff of a cataclysmic
nature starts happening immediately, conjuring
images of “The Fall of the House of Usher”
on the high seas, with lost manuscript pages.
And what could be more tragic than that?
Lost manuscript pages that is, given how Poe
was perpetually short of money and got to
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the point where he would write just about anything
for cash. Well, we never do find out what
happens, but we know it won’t be good,
given how Poe has stacked the deck against
his hapless narrator. In fact, one idly wonders,
if the lighthouse wasn’t built under the auspices
of the Stevenson clan, given the forbidding location,
though their structures were built to last, unlike Poe’s.
Not many people are aware that Robert Louis Stevenson
was meant to following the footsteps of his famous
engineering family, who considered his dreams of
writing, daft, at best. They basically disinherited him
and he decided to emigrate, first to the US and later,
with the woman he met on the voyage over, to Tahiti,
for his health. Regardless of how you feel about
his work, you have to admit that, plying your trade
on a tropic paradise, beats working on a deserted
pile of rock, off the windy, stormy, Scottish coast.
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Frankenstein
ALAN CATLIN
When we mentally conjure and image of
the monster, what we see is most likely a
mug shot of Boris Karloff under a ton of
green makeup, eyes, downcast, hooded,
swollen, even, as if he were just waking up
from a Purple Jesus punch party so hung-over
he can barely see. One supposes, if you had just
received about a million volts of electro-shock
treatment you’d look pretty peeked, as well,
but that’s another story. The signature scar
on his forehead would appear infected, his neck
electrodes blackened at the ends where
the jumper cables had been affixed.
You can always tell who has actually read
the book, as opposed to someone who has just
seen the movie, or movies, as it were, though,
only the first movie really counts. Whale knew
all about monstrosities. Anyway, readers refer to the
creature as, Frankenstein’s Monster, while the others
merely to the surname, which, of course, refers
to the mad scientist, the creator, Victor Frankenstein.
Frankensteen, as Mel Brooks, would have it,
does not count either. The book is about more
than a horror story, but about how scientific discoveries
during the Romantic Age are running amok,
posing a danger to the world as they knew it
in the 1820’s. Little did they know how right
they would be, but that is a much longer, sadder
story. Of course, the book is also about the
excesses of emotion that typified the Romantics,
and led many a bright young person to extreme
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personal decisions that often ended badly.
Crazy how young Mary’s book is the only work to come
of the Horror Story challenge issued among all those
bright young things: The Shelleys, Percy and Mary,
Byron and his professional leech, Dr. Polidori.
Now many suggest that Percy wrote Frankenstein
but there is much to suggest he did not. After all,
Mary continually tinkered with the book all her life
and showed a propensity for writing bad novels
all through her career. Percy, on the other hand was,
well, a great writer, though dramatic prose was not
his strong point. Some point to the alternating chapters
in the novel, with all the philosophizing, played to
Percy’s strong suit: the habitual need to write essays
on all kinds of esoteric subjects. No doubt he gave input
to the composition of “The New Prometheus,”
but should not be given credit for Mary’s work.
After all, she had great writer’s genes given who her
parents were. One does wonder what Mary would
have thought of Branagh’s “Frankenstein”. It may
not be as excessive or as bad as Coppola’s
“Dracula” but only be degrees. Best not to go there.
In either case. Ever. Recall, instead, the moment when
the monster accidently drowns the child; a moment
of rare beauty and tragedy amid so much trash
and bathos.
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The Silence that Rome Deserved
WILLIAM DORESKI
Creaky as the December moon,
a prop that no longer persuades,
your face in the mirror reflects
the ghost face of the husband
who refuses to honour Catholic
dogma by remaining dead enough
to attract the scavenging angels.
Wrapping you with random limbs
I try to drag you into the light
but the light fails, the power off,
the city gone blank. Christmas
has postponed itself. Puritans
dishonored that pagan holiday
and denied themselves their daily
tote of rum to commemorate
the silence that Rome deserved.
I never drink rum. Too sickly
sweet, troubling my digestion.
And I always sleep through sermons
to let the Word enter my pores
without the mind’s grave censorship.
You take notes, chew on scripture,
and shrug off your husband’s ghost
with a joke or a crude remark.
But at this moment the moon peers
through the skylight and illumes
the space we expect to occupy,
the bedclothes already in a funk.
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How much visible universe
do we have to press to our hearts?
I unwrap and lead you to stand
beneath the skylight and bathe
in the feeble light of old gods
burning their last possessions
as the tide of dark matter rises
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Old Dublin Road
WILLIAM DORESKI
A long narrow marsh crowded
by a slope of post-glacial mountain.
Deer drift from the leafless forest
to drink in sight of houses
restored by wealthy absentees.
Driving along the gravel road
we note how random the notions
of oversoul and spirit become
when confronting so much brown.
The idiom of the earth creates
imperatives we follow like wheels
in icy ruts. But no ice today,
the winter solstice: the vague light
a language devoid of principles,
even when it slathers a freshly
painted yellow barn, a house
with green window trim, a truck
with a load of seasoned firewood.
You agree that illiterate landscapes
solve nothing: the bang of rifles
still fatal to the browsing deer,
the click of a computer keyboard
honing the silence to a point
sharp enough to pierce and deflate
the most pantheistic moment
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Wordsworth ever suffered.
You agree that the cunning of hills
sloping to censor tiny streams
and slot them into rocky beds
corresponds to something willed
in the ego, something we decline
to discuss on starry nights when cries
of dismantled coyotes filter
and season the air. Driving south
with the marsh on our left, hillside
on our right, we’re part of the scene,
which folds itself up behind us,
crushing the big expensive houses,
then to reassemble everything
later when we’ve run out of gas.
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Infidėle
AGBAAKIN OLUWATOYOSI JEREMIAH
My pen is a divided city.
She pays homage to two masters;
but the two aren't equal.
she is a slothful slut when I pin her
down to my cozy paper.
They say Muse is a philanderer
that makes Generals go coy.
she plays whoredom to this hunchto write, though my hands be numb
from drilling the holes in my head
for literary crabs and singing birds
as stars frolick around a Crescent
but I swear,
these words are not my sons
ask this whore who did warm her spine
and ejaculated words into her loins
when I was away burning her papery beds.
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Other Side of Being Wrong
BRADLEY MASON HAMLIN
On
the outside again
like that penguin
Chilly Willy
crying ice cubes
while trying to figure
the way
back inside
and the words
melting
because we’re not listening
to each other
just
waiting to make up
make love
naked & crazy
like the first time
I watched you
cry
and promised
to never hurt you.
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OBAMA & KENYA: Contested Histories and the Politics
of Belonging
BY MATHEW CAROTENUTO AND KATHERINE LUONGO
REVIEWED BY: OLATOUN WILLIAMS
The screen of my Android phone is taken up by a massive,
graffiti image of the US President, Barack Obama, painted across
the wall of a tall building. It’s a marvellously colourful book
cover, unmissable in the biblio-diversity of academia. “Obama
and Kenya: Contested Histories and the Politics of Belonging”,
is jointly written by Mathew Carotenuto and Katherine Luongo
and published in 2016 by Ohio University Press.
The book’s sub-title, The politics of Belonging and Contested
Histories, represents its themes. This sub-title, not the main title,
is what drew me to the book. I have followed Barack Obama’s
career, and through his memoir, his history, I know well that
that his links with Kenya are thin. Sceptical, I was also intrigued
and began to read. Much of the information the authors provide
is interesting and they write clearly. With page references as
signposts, they point us back and forward on what turns out to
be a convoluted road towards understanding Obama’s
relationship with Kenya. There are far too many discussions
brought to bear on the themes and the reader may have trouble
accepting Obama’s ties to Kenya as a window through which to
view a sweeping history of Kenya. He may, like me, end up with
a mental picture of the eye of a needle with a camel squeezing
through it.
However, despite the lack of a strong axis around which the
assorted expositions can spin, the book will be valuable to
students of Barack Obama and to students of Kenya. Let me
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provide inventory of key concerns of the book presented from
the vantage point of ‘Contested histories’:
The history of the Luo of East Africa and the place of the Obama
lineage within it.
Pre-colonial trade history of Kenya: transnational connections.
Colonial history with a focus on the white man's appropriation
of Kenya as "White Man's Country"
Various significant misrepresentations of Kenya's history
overseas
Correction of such misrepresentations (i) by the authors, by
means of their book, and (ii) by dot.com wananchi (Kenyans) at
home and in the diaspora, in real time, using digital media
‘The politics of belonging’ are the lens through which we study:
The Luo of East Africa, (a stifling 10% of the Kenyan
population), and their search for a place in the Kenyan polity
The evolution of local politics pre-independence, at
independence and post-independence with ethnicity as its
fulcrum
Luo politicians in Kikuyu and Kalenjin dominated politics
Barack Obama's place in Kenya and more specifically, in
Luoland of his fathers
Barack Obama’s place in Luo politics via his contested
relationship with prominent Luo politician Raila Odinga
Barack Obama, US President
Birtherism in the US under the leadership of Donald Trump
Born in 1959 in Hawaii, USA, to a white American mother from
Kansas and a black Kenyan father from Luo Nyanza, in 2008,
Barack Obama astonished the world when he began his run for
the presidency of the USA. As if it were yesterday, I remember
the wonder we, his supporters across the world, experienced,
when victory appeared within reach and I remember our hope.
But Obama’s journey to the White House didn’t really begin in
2008. It began symbolically in 2004 with the re-release of his
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memoir “Dreams from my Father”. ‘The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts
on Reclaiming the American Dream’, published in 2006, is a record
of the actualisation of those ‘Dreams’ in an epochal journey
broadcast across globe. In a chapter entitled”The Politics of
Celebration”, authors Carotenuto and Luongo make rich display
of Obamamania exploding in Kenya from 2004 when the
hitherto unknown Illinois State Senator defeated his Republican
challenger for a seat in the US Senate.
CNN broadcast from thick of Kenya. I remember my smiles of
recognition faced with the sight of the Obama family home in
Kogelo transformed into a ‘global historical monument’, and the
village secondary school renamed as a tribute to him. Shops all
over the country stuffed with Obama paraphernalia: calendars,
tee-shirts emblazoned with his face. All over Kenya, people
drinking ‘Senator’ beer; awestruck faces gazing at TV screens
suspended from bar walls.
Turn up the tv! Let me see. You mean this handsome young man – is
that his wife? He’s our son?
Patri-lineage and patrimony are deeply cultural in Africa, so we
understood this celebration of a rising US politician with an
African heritage, in the land of his fathers.
The authors walk us through an extensive history of the Luo
tribe in which Obama’s patri-lineage is rooted, beginning with
the mythical founder Ramogi Ajwang. They pause to reference
contestable Luo claims about Barack Obama’s direct descent
from the Ramogi line of great men. The timeline is recounted in
far too much detail but we acquire a clear picture of the
marginalisation of the Luo people in Kenyan politics after their
brief, powerful moment in the sun: the independence
government (1963 -1978) led by Kikuyu President Jomo Kenyatta
and as VP, the Luo chieftain, Oginga Odinga.
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By the time Barack Obama Jr. exploded on the scene, we
understand why the Luo would pounce on the “big man” in
American politics and confidently call him their own. To the
average reader, their embrace of Obama will appear far-fetched,
but to the Luo, there was no over-reach. Historically dispersed
across East Africa, they are a diasporic people. That the son of
Barack Obama Sr. was domiciled in America was not an alien
condition but a familiar one; he shares it with a multitude Luo.
He was a diasporic leader, that was all.
How many visits has Barack Obama made to Kenya? From my
count, verified in the book, there have been 4: in 1988, his very
first visit which he undertook alone; in 1992, a visit with his
fianceé, Michelle Robinson. He visited Kenya in 2006 as US
Senator and, subsequent to a great deal of complaining by the
Kenyans who felt rejected by him, he finally visited in 2015, to
attend the Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES).
A total of 4 visits. It amazes me that anything significant can be
made of that; that the pull and push of ethnicity can reach so far;
that it can be, and is, such a driver of political behaviour. When
you know that Luo identification with Obama was rooted not in
a shared culture or in familiarity with the man, or in any
significant attachment of his to Kenya; when you know it is
rooted in nothing greater than biology and in what, the authors’
magnifying glass shows us, are myths, rooted in Luo vanity. It
was alarming to hear about the cycle of lies, fabricated out of
Luo hyperbole about connections to the US President; how the
lies would be spread for political gain by enemies of Raila
Odinga, Luo presidential candidate. Reading the book, I was
distressed by how claims made in Kenya by Odinga’s enemies
were able, in real time, via digital media, to tarnish the
credibility of Obama’s candidacy and presidency in America.
There was too much information about it but I recognised in the
bid of the diasporic Luo people, to find, shape and articulate
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their Luo identity, a foreshadowing of the troubles endured by
their famous scion with his diverse and diasporic heritage. If in
Obama’s famous speech delivered in 2008 at Berlin’s
Brandenburg Gate, he boasted that he was a “world citizen”, he
would spend the next 8 years as US President, trying to prove to
Americans that he was a fellow citizen. As if the travails of his
father’s people were his augury, I saw in Obama’s political
odyssey in America, a mirror of the political path embarked
upon by the Luo in their struggle to stake out territory for
themselves in Kenya.
Carotenuto and Luongo shouldn’t have taken us in such detail
through transnational connections of pre-colonial Kenya and
through colonial Kenya and her White Highlands. I concede,
however, that the social Darwinism which permeated colonial
Kenya and which has carried over into modern Kenya, mirrors
the exclusiveness of America’s Far Right which sought to keep
Obama and his family out of the White House. The examples
were excessive of native Kenyans finding their voices on digital
media and redressing narrative imbalances in the way Kenya is
misrepresented overseas.
Introduce digital media, but for one reason only: as a channel of
Obamamania and of local politics of ethnicity which intersects
with it and which inadvertently reinforced false narratives in the
US about Barack Obama. Donald J. Trump of the Birther
Movement, Jerome Corsi, author “The Obama Nation” and Indian
born Dinesh D’ Souza, author, ‘The Roots of Obama’s Rage” were
key personalities in the Far Right’s campaign to discredit his
candidacy and presidency. Linked to Jerome Corsi, WND, the
Far Right website, played a big part in smearing Obama, using
what would become known as typical birther rhetoric: “fraught
with racial overtones”, “resonating with conspiracy theories”. They
demanded the President produce his American birth certificate,
making unrelenting assertions about the existence of a Kenyan
one and floating arguments online and offline about Obama’s
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complicated cultural heritage and “alien” behavior, all of which
caused “people to look for an explanation”.
With their capacity to amuse and outrage, the authors did well
to include salacious details of the Far Right’s smear campaign
which was rampant with false assertions, misinterpretations,
misnomers and mis-spellings gathered from meticulously
scoured sources. Their data is exhaustive about Obama’s alleged
romance with Islam; his anti-Western, anti-capitalist stance; his
“rage” inherited from his grandfather. Hussein Onyango Obama
was tortured for Mau Mau affiliations by the colonial
government of Kenya which saw in the Mau Mau insurgency,
“terrorism”, not an armed struggle for liberation. Perpetrated in
post 9/11 America, we recognise the power these myths
possessed to stoke the flames of fear in Americans. The authors
speak of the currency which these fabrications gained with the
result that up until today, 20% of Americans believe, despite the
production of a US birth certificate, that President Obama was
not born in America. 30% are convinced, still, that he is a
Moslem. Obama bin Biden, O’Mau Mau…Floating around the
blogosphere, it is not unusual to stumble on these references to
the first African-American US President.
Take another look at the book’s cover. A bicycle is propped up
against the graffiti image of the US President. A handyman’s
bicycle with baskets, one in front and one at the back of it. The
owner, a middle-aged man, is already on his way. One of
Kenya’s 47 million wananchi, going about his business. He’s in
faded jeans, a mauve shirt and matching jacket; clothes, wellworn and comfortable. The image of Barack Obama painted
across the wall of a Kenyan building is the artist’s statement
about how much the average Kenyan, the man on the street,
identified with him and felt that he belonged to them and to
their country. Look again, closely. Can you see Obama’s mouth
is open to speak? But there is a window with a grating - there are
bars across the US President’s mouth, where the artist has
painted it.
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If his famous Philadelphia speech about race was calculated to
take place at a precise moment during his campaign, the same
advisors calculated that it was best to muzzle him during his
presidency. As a candidate, Obama could stand before Berlin’s
Victory Column proclaiming his world citizenship and extolling
the rich diversity of his biography. But when the candidate
becomes US President, he must be circumspect. The authors
quote David Axelrod speaking to the New York Times, on the eve
of President Obama’s only visit to Kenya in 2015. The former
chief strategist to the president confirmed what had become
increasingly clear: as US President, Obama was no longer free to
speak to issues that defined him personally, like race and
belonging; no longer free to identify with Kenya; or with
Indonesia, the Muslim majority country of his step-father, where
he had spent a significant part of his childhood and attended a
local school.
“If you’re asking me,” said David Axelrod, ‘(if there was) a political
discussion as to whether it would be disadvantageous to show up in
Kenya when Donald Trump was questioning his citizenship, I don’t
recall ever having that discussion.” He added witheringly, “But maybe
no one needed to have that discussion.”
“Obama and Kenya: Contested Histories and the Politics of Belonging”
would have been a compelling read if the authors had limited
their material to just that: Obama and Kenya, from the
perspectives of its two themes. It would have been compelling if
exposition of facts painstakingly gathered, had led to an
interrogation of “belonging”, and to a thrashing out of the issue
of identity. The authors could have rounded up the book with
exciting arguments about:


The various histories (family, personal, religious, cultural, educational,
geographic/migrational; one’s parental origins and one’s birthplace)
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and how they interact with identity. And of course, how far, if at all,
any one or more of them defines it.
The metrics with which we gauge if we or anybody else “belongs”
Fluid identities, increasingly prevalent in a world awash with migrants
and refugees
Feelings: what if I look Kenyan but feel American?
Accents: their reliability as an indicator of identity and as a factor of
‘belonging’.
The book is crying out for fierce debates, book-ended with the
simplicity of the American Constitution: only an American born
citizen can accede to the American presidency. What I envision
is the two authors looking at the data they had amassed and
carefully presented, about Obama’s relationship with Kenya,
and wondering what to do with it. They knew they hadn’t
finished but didn’t know what was missing. So into the vacuum
they inserted the wider history of Kenya emphasising the
contested parts of it. That’s my take on it.
Let me suggest that Mathew Carotenuto and Katherine Luongo,
failed to hear their book’s cry because they are not conditioned
to hear it. Let me guess that living in America as white
Americans and being members of the political, economic and
social majority, their level of comfort in the country and sense of
belonging, are high. This stands in contrast with minorities of
the so-called diverse America, whose default state of mind is to
doubt whether their citizenship amounts to more than words on
paper; whose default state of mind is to question and to daily
protest any hint of social, economic and political exclusion;
whose default is to continuously assert their belonging to
America within a national culture that will often challenge it.
Have either of these two authors ever needed to question his or
her identity in America? His or her “belonging” to America?
And if they have, are they in the habit of doing so? In other
words, is it their default condition? I think not. I believe perhaps wrongly- that they are not primed to interrogate the
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politics of belonging from a passionate place, but only to do
what they have done: present the relevant information and do
that very well. The authors are not conditioned to hear in
“Obama and Kenya,” the muffled cry of a US President with tan
skin and a mixed heritage.
White ethno-state advocates like Richard Spencer of the National
Policy Institute and adherents of Birtherism are denounced by
America’s mainstream for their espousal of a vision which
would reject the presence of a man with African heritage at the
highest level of American politics. Interesting that this
identitarian vision should find a mirror in the local politics of
Kenya which embraces, for political advancement, the American
president with a Kenyan heritage. There is so much that is
identical in the way politics of belonging are played out it in the
United States and in Kenya - and everywhere. Same rhetoric of
cliché and ridicule; of cultural supremacy; same rhetoric of
disdain and disparagement which so easily escalates into the
rhetoric of hate with its attendant violence. Since the days of Jim
Crow, violence has been bridled in America but in Kenya, ethnic
violence is a marker of every electoral cycle.
As I read the book, two ironies struck me: first that there should
be concord, any at all, between Kenyans of Africa and members
of America’s Far Right. Second, that in responding to Obama,
with denigration on the one hand and exaltation on the other,
two historically opposed groups should arrive at the same
conclusion: that Barack Obama is a “son of the soil” not of
America, but of Kenya.
Two groups, as far apart as night and day and like night and
day, chained to a binary of opposition. Racial opposition may
not have birthed transatlantic slavery, but it certainly helped to
perpetuate it. It caused a war, divided a nation and created a
confederacy of states which fought to the death to retain slavery.
Racial opposition justified colonialism and calls not for the unity
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of all peoples but enthrones through heartless laws, the
divisiveness at its heart.
Slaves, enslavers. Perpetrators, victims. Prey, predators.
Excluders and the excluded. How do we break free of these
binaries? The Christian worldview offers a way out: that all
peoples are created equally in the image of the Creator God. This
means when I look at you from Kenya, or America, I must see
myself, from Nigeria. This means that having created diversity
in His image, God is as much defined by diversity as He is by
everything else He created and found good. It means not
America first or Nigeria first or Kenya first, but God first. It
means that before we root our identity in a tribe or in God’s Own
Country, we must first root it in God as our country. If He is the
primary country in which we root our identity, neither idolatory
of, nor slavery to a secondary identity can take hold of us. This is
our freedom. This is the credible worldview I subscribe to.
On 7th December 2016, in commemoration of America’s first
battle of World War II, President Barack Obama and Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan, visited Pearl Harbour. I cherish
the words Obama spoke.
“…even when hatred burns hottest, even when the tug of tribalism is at
its most primal, we must resist the urge to turn inward. We must
resist the urge to demonize those who are different…the anguish of war
reminds us to seek the divine spark that is common to all humanity”.
Barack Obama’s presidency brought with it a beautiful vision
but ultimately, under him, America was far from uhuru, far from
equal rights and unity in his country’s diversity. During Donald
Trump’s run for the US presidency, we saw Obama’s vision of
the Americanness of all Americans, shattering. Before our eyes;
apartheid was sweeping in. And on 8th November 2016, the
notorious leader of the Birther Movement against Barack
Obama, succeeded him as the 45th President of the United States.
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With Trump’s shocking and divisive win, change once again has
come to America.
During her Final Remarks as First Lady, Michelle Obama
asserted that America’s ‘diversity’, was a ‘glorious’ thing. Far
from threatening who Americans were, it was on the contrary
what made Americans who they were. Donald Trump was
sworn in as US President on 20th January 2017, sealing his
inauguration with a declaration of a National Day of Patriotic
Devotion. My question: in the citizenry and in the body politic,
will this day celebrate or avoid the subject of America’s
diversity? “Obama and Kenya: Contested Histories and the
Politics of Belonging,” is the work of Americans, Mathew
Carotenuto and Katherine Luongo. The value to me of their wellresearched book lies in the power of its content to provoke that
question and in retrospective answers to it, in four or perhaps
eight years time.
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THE UNICORNSKIN DRUM
Author: Stella Bahin.
Publisher: Three Drops Press.
ISBN: 9781907375163
51 PAGES. £7.00
Reviewer: MANDY PANNETT
The Unicornskin Drum is an enticing, multi-faceted book
written in beautiful poetic prose, rich with imagery and
symbolism in a narrative that carefully balances elements of
folklore and love story, quest and journey’s end.
The tone and setting of fairytale are established in the first
sentence: ‘They say tomorrow never comes, but, whatever they
may say, once upon a time always does’. From this point on the
characteristics of the genre are gradually and skillfully
introduced. We have enchantment, spells, a unicorn, a
messenger hawk, figures that appear, disappear and shape-shift.
There is the intimacy and puzzle of names, there are clues,
riddles, directions, mystical numbers and of course there is a
journey with countless obstacles, tasks and tests, questions and
answers. ‘Your question, as questions often do, carries the
answer’ says one of the characters and we, as readers, are drawn
into this complexity, the enigma of the quest.
There is colour and light in this story – shimmering light plus a
wealth of silver and gold. The unicorn with its ‘silvery breast’ is
seen (and dies) in a ‘gold-leaf glade’. But there is a darker side to
the tale, a deeper narrative which has blood, murder and death
at the heart. This passage, I feel, sums up the duality:
The Singer had been a singer even as a
gurgling baby, singing of all he perceived: his
mother’s smile, sunlight on his toes, the blue of
the sky, the flavours and warms of milk,
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singing both of all and to all, life running
through him like a rain-fat brook. His father
...wished him to hold death in his heart and be
a poacher…Every birthday the father handed
the boy his long-handled knife till the day the
boy could wield it.’
Weaving in and out of the magical landscape The Unicornskin
Drum is a tale of love and rejection and the pain of a dream that
will never come true. Saken, The Knitter, learns after much
suffering that the story she has been following is ‘make believe
based upon what you interpreted from what you perceived to be
true.’ She comes to realise that the end result of her personal
quest must be to ‘rejoin herself, body to heart’, until the ‘dreamher and the flesh-her’ are united , as one.’
The Unicornskin Drum is a slim but perfect book – a
fascinating, well-crafted narrative rich in the cadences of
language and the sounds and subtleties of words. Highly
recommended.
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FROM HUMANIST TO TRANSHUMANIST TO
SINGULARITY – A PHILOSOPHICAL DIALOGUE IN
VERSE
Author: Paul Dolinsky
ASIN: B01FP2Y12K
Reviewer: DAVID RUSSELL

Overview: Fusion and Fission of the Objective and the
Subjective!
What a combination of Greek Drama, philosophical debate and
lyricism. I love the idea of a ‘supine' supreme power, and the
central struggle of stasis and kinesis. Paul Dolinsky has
brilliantly fused the romantic/erotic with Physics, and with the
speculative. Becoming 'transhuman', ie developing to the full
one's human qualities through science and technology, can lead
bodies and souls into cold abstraction; as a counterbalance, there
are impassioned pleas for flesh, mortality and sensuality.
There is exploration of 'escapable' black holes and 'white holes'. I
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am really honoured that Paul was inspired by my prose-poem
Speakfeel when writing his conclusion.
This debate is set in the form of a Greek Drama with a
controlling chorus. It is a heated, rightly chaotic gathering where
every philosophical persuasion has its say, and at the conclusion,
there is no sense of one dominant viewpoint prevailing over any
other. The speakers both answer and interrupt each other, and
the reader is often forced to question the boundaries of response
and interruption, as in any heated argument involving parties
given to monologues. The sequence of arguments seems cyclical
rather than linear, echoing the physical processes of fusion and
fission. This seems to be consistent with the ‘real’ universe’s state
of flux. This state of affairs could be desirable: “The multiform
worlds celebrate with glee the unity of the one and the many.”
The opening makes a confrontation of the static view of the
universe, as propounded by Plato, and the kinetic view,
propounded by Aristotle. Astutely, the author, in the guise of
Being As The One And The Many, describes a secure, fixed
Godhead as ‘supine’ – absolute power being concomitant with
negativity: “Atop all being it sits, unable to perform . . . lacks
reproductive power.”. Of Aristotle’s idea, he says “Being, on no
cloud, actualizes things, is alive within them.” Kant referred to
antinomy – an unsolvable choice between two alternatives.
The conflict is expressed in physical terms by Reason and Faith
in Unison: “Do we two lie supine upon each other, or do we
incline towards strife, which we favour like a feast? Being As the
One and the Many protests: “If stasis lived, I would be its
nightmare.” Cosmic Quester expresses some anxiety about the
volatility of kinesis: “Truth’s capacity for opacity leaves me
breathless and hungry, since things as they are elude me . . .
Finding no firm ground anywhere, this processional covers us
with flimsy firmament; I step in it and I’m gone.” Speculative
Naturalist asserts that “Cosmic energy requires no persona,
divine person of final cause”. Deist believes in “Explanation of
phenomena by the purpose they serve rather than by postulating
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causes.”
The
work
bravely
makes
analogies
between
philosophical/religious systems and the principles of Physics
and Chemistry, fusion and fission: “Incessant change, wearing
time on its belt, samples the range of experience and tries things
on for size. Things vie to be the bride of time, even as time fills
each thing, then leaves it dry.
“The primal unity of perfection breaks down when it refuses to
celebrate its static perfection alone.” “Is creation necessary, or is
it aberrant?” There is much reference to the cycle of mutability,
the processes of growth and decay: “Feeding on stunted growth,
being falls into decline and bust, relaxes into decrepitude, like
lost Persephone, retreating into her dark prison.” Just a thought
here: one of the reasons for Persephone’s ‘withdrawal’ was that
she was a goddess of vegetation, and so went ‘underground’ to
nourish and renew the soil, furthering organic growth.
There is a brilliant fusion of the erotic with the philosophical and
religious. Artistic Imagination: “When art reared its beautiful
head and looked round for inspiration, it found only clouds, and
decided to shift perspective, step outside its frame . . . exchange
the perfect and changeless for what is wobbly and filled with
change . . . perfection of line seeks amplitude of breasts . . . the
sensationless and emotionless seeks sensation and its subtleties,
accompanied by the thrills of saintliness and sin.”
“Creation, which concerns gestation, regeneration and all things
erotic, proceeds from a primal principle that is as sexy or sexless
as you choose . . . Is creation God’s own physique, matter in
motion, agitated, as it multiplies itself in things . . . the invitation
only dance of sex, in which matter is the afterglow . . . In sex,
multiform matter celebrates itself beyond descriptions, and
beyond Platonic forms!” A further observation: “Fertility is but
foreplay, and its own forfeiture is endless.”
‘God’ can even speak for him(it?)self in these terms: “Worship
me – my body is for you to worship, darling humans. In you, I
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see from where I came – from Eros, primal parent of all.” Eros
goes into physics: “I see atoms with infinite expansion and
infinite diminution.”
Indeed, the whole universe may be suffused with the essence of
erotic foreplay: “Maybe nature is God playing dress-up with
make-up. The world looks more like footloose horseplay."
There could be a fallible, malleable God. Zeitgeist can say
“Wrapped up in temporality/rapt by eternity, I’m everybody’s
favourite mall girl.”
Transhumanist Philosopher challenges the ethereal, abstract
ideal of ‘full evolution’. “Human, once, in my ancestral life. Now
my virtuality seeks a return to the physicality of human love . . .
Our encounters in flesh take me toward new lineage . . . If you
try out flesh, what hybrid will emerge from the union, what
shape of will adorn a landscape to be lifted up, borne aloft, rest
in more earthly lines . . . Human flesh is not redundant; its
subtleties are necessary for experience; sensation is not
monocular; it is multi-form.” Crude Materialist adds a caveat:
“The human spirit may evolve, but physical bodies devolve,
back to their elements. Creatures that feed, are fed upon . . .
Humans, who once faced the world thinkingly, face it again, in
death unthinkingly.” Spiritual growth and transcendence is still
constricted by physical mortality.
Naturally enough, Contemporary Scientist appears on the
scene, with the assertion that after the ‘big bang’, “the universe
settles into predictable expansion . . . matter and anti-matter
circulate between ‘black’ and ‘white’ holes, which appear as
destruction and creation, or as cyclical and eternal.”
These factors, and awareness of them, could have serious
repercussions for humanity: “As things speed up, will there be
more accidents, disasters? Will we improve the world, or wound
it with our tractions – we, who’ve put the world in traction . . .
Beings who could perceive outburst from primary outflow
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might be too martial to tame. Lesser beings may find
circumference more pleasing than centre and venture out onto
the outcropping of things non-identical with themselves. On
those outsourced bad lands perception ventures forth, but goes
away . . . grasps things not as they are, but as they appear.”
Cosmic Will sees the dark side of Transhuman evolution: “Like
galley slaves, planetary beings are stuck with limited range and
amplitude on the vessel named finitude. Ensconced in
individual consciousness, they seek multiplicity and community.
Though individuals perish, their whole species may survive.”
His standpoint is supported by World Spirit Speaks As
Suffering Nature: “Pulp bodies subside into larger, less bitesized things . . . Whole units of living and non-living beings get
snatched up, consumed and subsumed into larger planetary
wholes.”
Poetry plays a vital part in universal awareness: “We must
cultivate the words, draw them forth from their hidden spots, so
the mind does not get stuck between itself and other places.”
Technopoet can postulate a fusion of poetry and technology:
“Semiconductors conduct and insulate, insinuate the new,
incinerate the old . . . not on our shoulder, our chips connect to
the sockets of time.” Rebirth the Lurker: “Are scripts shredded
like threads, then stitched back together again?”
The role of art is explored in depth; its main spokesperson is
Artistic Imagination: “I am no slave to Zeitgeist and require no
divine teleology. I weave sensation into will, to form tapestries
of love or misery . . . in art, humans rewrite themselves as they
will, into tableaux of their dreams, stitch with the lei lines of the
mind. . .
It bravely explores the implications of computer technology for
the future of thought and humanity, including the possibility of
making ‘virtual’ humanity. In the words of Technopoet
“computers speed us beyond thought.” The Chorus rightly
queries: “Could virtuality replace spirituality? Could the concept
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of a spiritual afterlife be replaced by virtuality?” “Computer
technology can push toward the unchangeable through the
virtual.” Transhumanist Philosopher reflects on that
hypothesis: “Human, once, in my ancestral life. Now my
humanity seeks a return to the physicality of human love.”
This point is echoed and extended by the Chorus: “If art replaces
depictions of physicality with those of spirituality, or the sheen
of virtual computer screens, then Artistic Imagination will miss
flesh, and want back in, to re-experience the physical world as a
source of inspiration.” And from Reason: “Art chronicles this
tryst between change and changelessness.” The spirit needs the
flesh as ‘percussion’.
The attainment of love may be a mirage, or supra-sensory: “You
gaze at me, and you gaze right through me, toward the place
where I am perfect without blemish. We move ever closer, to
that place from where we came. It takes you with me, and we are
gone.”
At the conclusion, there is a feeling of a human maelstrom: “Like
a contagion raging through the corridors of remissions,
omissions, transgressions and skewed reflections of beings who
move and forever calculate how they will survive and thrive,
with other beings who do the same . . .”
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FINE BOYS
Author: Eghosa Imasuen
Publisher: Farafina
ISBN: 978-978-52058-6-2
PP: 350
Reviewer: DAMILARE WILLIAMS-SHIRES
Reading Eghosa Imasuen’s Fine Boys was both a painful and a
wonderful experience. Painful because of just how accurate the
book’s cast of 1990s Nigerian University Students are in
predicting how much their country would fall in the coming
years. One segment of the story has the character commenting
on how beer and a snack at a local eatery is a 7 Naira Combo.
And they were complaining! Nowadays such a thing would
likely cost you upwards of 500 Naira. Additionally, one
character makes the joke that in five years a bottle of Fanta may
cost 100 Naira, prompting all others assembled to
simultaneously declare: “God Forbid!”
My mind continually flits back to that moment in the story
because of how powerful and morbid it is, even if it is meant as
simply comedy. In another segment the main character Ewaen
talks about how his 750 Naira allowance can only last him two
weeks. ONLY! Today 750 Naira cannot even buy you lunch at
KFC, talk less of lasting someone two weeks!
Seeing just how badly the Nigerian currency has fallen in such a
short time is by far the most painful element of the story, but I
sense I am alone in this feeling.
In summary the book is very, very, very well written. The
narrative is: well structured, filled with well-developed relatable
characters and depicts 1990s Benin and Nigeria brilliantly. It
follows Ewaen, a precocious Nigerian man going to University
at the absolute worst point in time: the time of strikes and
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violent University gangs called “Confraternities”. Ewaen, his best
friend, Wilhelm, who is half German and half Nigerian, and
their classmates, spend more time loafing about and “gisting”
than they do in class. Partly because some of them are lazy,
partly because they are busy with other things, but largely
because there is simply no class to go to.
The story unfolds unpredictably over the three years Ewaen and
his friends spend at the University of Benin. There is no overarching plot, save for the steadily rising tensions between the
various Confras of the campus, which boil over and cause an
unforeseen death at the very end. Instead, the book is a moving
picture hopping from sub-plot to sub-plot which range from the
boys trying to recover their things after being robbed, to their
participation in student marches and in looting after the marches
explode into fiery riots.
The characters grow and change, displaying real human
characteristics and motivations. They don’t act like fictional
characters at all but like living breathing human beings. They
aren’t bound by many if any of the tropes of any fictional genre.
There are no cardboard cutout one dimensional characters; no
characters exist only to further the plot; no one can be
summarized in three words or less; no one is left out of being
developed. Many a conversation I’ve had with my friends I have
seen mirrored in the narrative of Fine Boys.
In my honest opinion Fine Boys is in the same league as Chinua
Achebe’s legendary titles Things Fall Apart and No Longer at Ease.
And it should be compulsory reading continent-wide for
students at the level of senior secondary school and a set text to
tertiary level Literature students.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
A short story
By BRIAN COUGHLAN

When I look out of my glass cube (they joke that I am
held like a serial killer) what I see are the mouths: the opening
and closing mouths. Mouths relentlessly jabbering into headsets. Mouths trying to convince, to cajole members of the general
public into relinquishing precious bank accounts details. Mouths
spouting the terms and conditions on new policies. All the
mouths move but I hear no sound from them. Not a single peep.
My glass cube is perfectly insulated for sound to ensure
everything that happens inside here remains private. As acting
head of the HR department I assured Anna on this point when
she came to me prior to the incident. Everything she spoke with
me about would be treated in the strictest confidence. Now I am
spilling my guts.
The problem was that she had begun to think of herself
as being her own boss; free to come and go as she pleased,
answerable to no-one. This attitude allowed her to be late most
mornings, slovenly in both her personal appearance and her
output at work, and downright un-manageable (according to her
line manager) most of the time. While I would never go so far as
to absolve her of the blame I also believe that the company must
take some of the responsibility for allowing the situation to
develop and blossom into something of an open sore. Or maybe
open sewer would be more apt because her colleagues noticed
this behaviour go unpunished and naturally they wondered
why.
Her evenings were spent lying on the couch, drinking
wine, watching television, eating ready-made meals. Life was
not something she gave much thought to - rather something she
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shuffled around in, from day to day, with a vaguely justified
sense of indifference. If she didn’t care, then why should anyone
else? Besides, she had a small fluffy spaniel named Yoyo who
loved her, unconditionally, occupying every morsel of her free
time, whose inane chirpiness kept her distracted from any sense
of self-reflection. If she’d come to me sooner then maybe, just
maybe I could have helped but then there are some people who
can’t be helped – no matter what you say or do for them, no
matter what sound advice you offer – they simply insist on
sleepwalking.
I am in no way condoning what she did. I just think we
should understand before we rush to judge. So far as I was
aware at the time everyone in the office liked her; gave her a
wink or a nod or a silent hello, when they passed her in the
corridor, or in the lunch room; with the notable exception of a
blonde-haired lady: Rebecca from Purchasing. She disliked Anna
and had made it tacitly obvious - though honestly Anna couldn’t
put her finger on a single reason why. Rather than confront the
issue and discover the underlying cause, Anna chose to ignore,
to allow it fester to such an extent that they could not bear to
look at each other. What started as dislike slowly developed over
the last year or so into a dull, yet undeclared sourness between
them.
What made it mildly uncomfortable was their proximity:
their desks were right next to each other’s. The sourness, Anna
had always assumed was essentially malice free, solely between
the two of them and involving nobody else; a private matter if
you like. In this regard Anna was grossly mistaken. The
discovery of her error was made by chance one Thursday
afternoon as she searched through the stacks at the back of the
archive room for a missing file. Somebody must have taken it
but failed to check it out on the system. Which was mildly
annoying. Nothing that a trite email addressed to everyone
wouldn’t solve. Meanwhile some of her colleagues had come
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into the archive room. Assuming it was empty they exchanged
opinions on a variety of topics.
“So, what have you heard?” Rebecca murmured in her
bunged-up, distinctly-nasal voice. “Possible closure. Definitely
redundancies” came a confident female reply. Anna then
recognised the high-pitched gurgle of that balding gorilla from
Legal & Finance: “Good. Get rid of some of the deadwood from
this place”. “Like Anna you mean” gushed Rebecca, followed up
by “I mean the way she leans over her screen, it’s like she’s
looking at child porn or something.” A tense snigger from all
assembled. “Well, maybe she is!” from a voice that Anna didn’t
recognise, a voice relishing the impact of the statement on its
fellow conspirators: they had all started laughing, uncontrollably
- like it was the funniest thing they had heard in their lives.
Like a pack of hyenas tearing a corpse apart - and she
was the bloated corpse they were eviscerating. With heart
clamouring, face flushing repeatedly like a broken cistern, Anna
stared at her puny fists: they were turning perfectly porcelain
white while trembling with anger. Her colleagues were still
trying to come up with something to top the last statement. They
stood around in an awkward silence, each one imagining it
would suddenly materialize if they only just hung-on for
another second or two. “I better be getting back!” said one voice.
They all quickly agreed and were sucked out of the archive
room. Anna felt unbearably itchy all over her body and short of
breathable air – as if they had taken it all with them. Stumbling
from the archive room she slumped down at her desk in a state
of numb dumb-founded shock.
After work she returned home and stretched out on the
couch. She felt incapable of doing anything. Her evening passed
with the gradual lowering of light in the room. Yoyo yapped and
nipped at her fingers but elicited no response from a master
turned to stone. Statuesque, open-eyed, yet comatose - she
nestled within the comforting softness of the cushions and was
confronted by the terrifying image of a grossly over-weight,
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misguided fool. Her only action of the evening was to shepherd
Yoyo out into the back garden where his barking was muted by
the double-glazing. She then went back inside her cocoon of
shame; staying there, open-eyed, for the rest of that night.
She came-to the following morning, still stuck-fast to the
couch, her alarm ringing, telling her in no uncertain terms to get
up. A little later than usual she tried to compose the elements of
a lunch; a ham and cheese sandwich; an apple; a handful of funsize chocolate bars and two cans of coke thrown into her lunchbox. With no appreciation of what was happening in the world
around her, in her physical sphere - she got into her car and
drove on auto-pilot to her work-place. When she got there she
did not leave the comfort of the car-park. Instead she sat and
listened to the engine fan ticking as she gazed through the flyencrusted windshield at that grey office building full of backstabbing trolls and two-faced smiling haters.
Sitting at her desk in something of a trance she tried to do
some work. It wasn’t possible. The proximity of the ringleader
was too troubling for her. Instead she stared at her computer
screen and tapped meaningless words onto it. The noise of all
those voices. The awful fake bonhomie. The cajoling. All lies. All
stupid bloody lies. What was the point of it all? The whole
stupid game. It made her want to puke. Meaningless words
worked themselves, eventually, into a long rambling letter of
resignation while the air conditioning unit above her head
performed the original soundtrack over an unusual, almost
dense silence in the office. Her keyboard’s keys clacked in the
void.
Around eleven-ish the explanation for the silence became
apparent. A spectacled girl from logistics perched herself on the
edge of Rebecca’s desk. They talked in whispers about the night
before. Anna was able to glean much from their whispered
conversation. Apparently there had been a company sponsored
night out. A free-bar with a barbecue and then music. Everyone
was hung-over and coming in a little later than usual. This was
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news to her. Nobody had bothered to invite her to join in the
fun. Not that she would have gone anywhere near a place filled
with such cruel vipers but it proved how little they thought of
her contribution, how little they cared about her.
“Did you see the state of Steve?” said the girl in logistics.
“See him? Jesus I thought I’d never get away from him” replied
Rebecca. “Spill, what happened?” “Oh stop, he could hardly
stand-up, he starts telling me how I’m so easy to talk to, and he
comes really close up to me…” The other one tittered
uncontrollably with her hand over her mouth. “I said Steve you
need to sit down – you’re all over the place and do you know
what he said to me?” Her voice lowered but was still audible
over the sound of the photocopier; “I will if you come and sit on
my…” Unable to tolerate any more of this tittle-tattle Anna
cleared her throat noisily. Their voices trailed away to inaudible
mumbling. The rest of the day passed without incident. At
quitting time Anna placed her resignation letter in the internal
post and walked quickly out of the building.
For the second evening in a row she lay on the couch
with her eyes staring up at the ceiling. Outside she could hear
the cries of kids playing football and the thud of the ball against
a garage door. She could hear the goal celebrations; the
unselfconscious roar of a young boy celebrating joyously as he
imagined the significance of his goal at a game ringed by
thousands of cheering faceless fans. Anna replayed the whole
scene in the archive room again. Over and over. Every microsecond stopped, paused, re-started; and came to her senses still
on the couch, gesturing wildly, shouting at the top of her lungs,
at phantom work colleagues. Where was Yoyo? She immediately
sat bolt upright and then lunged out of her torpor. Where was
Yoyo? Outside; that’s right he was sitting out in the garden. Still
sitting outside, with a sad little tilt to his cute head.
Anna rushed out through the open doors to the garden. It
wasn’t much of a garden. An old bath-tub stuck in a pile of
gravel on one side, at an angle that suggested it had been
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dropped, from a great height. It dominated the space of nettles
and weeds around it. She expected him to bark and run at her
but no; no she already knew something was wrong because it
was so quiet. The back gate on to the alley was open. Yoyo was
gone. Her little friend and companion was gone and it was all
the fault of that bitch. That nasty blonde bitch in work. Anna
went out to the alleyway but it was half-hearted; the ignored dog
was long gone. There was nothing out there but a cold breeze.
She spent the remainder of her weekend going through
the motions; the motions of searching for her missing dog, while
knowing deep down that she would never find him. He could be
anywhere in the city. So she searched everywhere and anywhere
in the immediate vicinity of her house. Every nearby lane-way,
every close-by alley, stepping over a junkie here, and a homeless
man there, always with the name of her dog Yoyo, trapped like a
whisper behind her teeth. The pounds in the city had nothing to
report. He was chipped. If he did turn up at the pound then they
would contact her. What were the chances of that? They couldn’t
say. But surely they must have some idea? They did not. Either
they did not or were afraid of dashing her hopes.
On Monday morning bright and early she was
summoned to speak with Human Resources. I smiled wanly
when she entered, asked her to take a seat. “So you’re leaving
us!” I said; at which point she broke down in tears and told me
everything. Having listened to her story I was troubled by one
major sticking point. Yes, we could go down the grievance route,
even take a bullying case, but it would never stick. Had she
actually identified them by sight? She had heard voices and put
names to the voices. But there were voices she didn’t recognize?
In trying to dissuade her from resigning or from taking a
grievance I concentrated on her; what had she done to bring this
on herself? I told her not to be offended, but hadn’t she let
herself go in the last six months? Wasn’t there a chance that her
own behavior had in some way…?
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There is a version of this story somewhere in my
personnel files in which Anna donned a tracksuit and quickly
turned her life around. In one version her dog returned carrying
self-respect and reinvigoration in his grinning gob, spurring her
on to lose weight, change her life, get out and meet people,
repair all the relationships which had withered through her
inactivity, solving her perpetual sloth; in the other version she
managed all of these things more or less of her own volition and
was rewarded by the return of her dog as the cherry on top of
the icing: unfortunately neither of these versions were remotely
near what did transpire. Believe me - I tried, repeatedly, to reach
out to her. Perhaps I did over-step the mark when explaining my
theory to her - that her dramatic weight gain was a psychological
mechanism for taking control in a workplace environment where
she no longer felt she had any control or power over her own
fate.
A month elapsed. She was sleeping fitfully. Yoyo was
gone, practically forgotten. Then came the expected-unexpected
news at work. She was called into a conference room with a
dozen or so others: it didn’t look good. Overheads were rising.
Sales figures were down. And the industry was struggling to
come to terms with international market trepidation. There
would have to be changes made in the organisation. This phrase
‘changes in the organisation’ caused a ripple of silent panic to
course through all present. Trembling in anticipation they were
subjected to a series of slides on restructuring: what it really
meant: for them. Redundancies would begin as a matter of
urgency. The writing, as far as Anna was concerned, was on the
wall: projected, onto a torn projector screen, in an otherwise
gloomy room.
On a side-note, I announced to all those assembled that
Anna’s nemesis, Rebecca - would be taking over as interim Lead
Investigation Supervisor. The majority of people applauded and
grinned at each other. Rebecca smiled and nodded her head to
accept the favourable response. Anna clapped her hands
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together so softly and slowly that they made no sound
whatsoever. Driving home from work she stopped at a hardware
store to pick up the ingredients she needed. It was so long since
she’d baked anything that she struggled to find all her
implements; mixing bowl, mixer, weighing scales…if she had
only talked this through with me – if she could only have faced
the underlying cause of her problem. But no – she had decided
to go down another route.
In work the following morning Rebecca was greeted by
the sight of balloons rising from the back of her chair and an
enormous card on her desk that exclaimed ‘Congratulations!’
with an illustration underneath of a champagne bottle tilting; its
cork caught in the act of popping; champagne spurting out of the
open hole and two flute glasses tipping into each other in a
ghostly toast. The card was slightly ajar so that she could see a
whole page of signatures and congratulatory messages. Minutes
later the girl from logistics appeared and made a big fuss over
the card being left on the desk. In an out-of-breath manner she
rescued it and having slid it with considerable difficulty inside a
gigantic pink envelope she tottered away out of sight.
Around three in the afternoon a little mob gathered
around Rebecca’s desk. She squealed in feigned surprise as they
circled her, giggling and whispering, with their hands over their
mouths, presumably to stop Anna from hearing what they were
saying. A cake appeared, (who baked it?) As did plastic plates
and plastic forks to accompanying shrieks of congratulation. Did
they offer Anna a piece of cake - they did not! But her attention
was not on the cake or the giggling but on that gigantic pink
envelope. Rebecca needed help to slit the envelope and slip out
the huge card. Opening it out like a menu she smiled and
laughed at the goodwill wishes scrawled over the insides. They
stood reading the card over her shoulder, helping each other to
decipher the individual words in the different styles of handwriting. It was a petite black-bobbed woman who was first to
understand; she spat her cake onto the desk and her mouth hung
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open so as to reveal her numerous silver fillings as she
deciphered Anna’s message.
All in all, five of Anna’s colleagues were hospitalized, but
I’m happy to report that each one has made a complete recovery.
As for her, I’m delighted to say that she is in a much better place
both emotionally and mentally and is retraining in the area of
Web Design, through an online university course connected to
the facility where she is serving her sixteen months.
Probationary period all clean and good behaviour will have her
out before then. Naturally medication keeps her in a stable place.
Rebecca still suffers from an eating disorder that she refuses to
acknowledge as having anything to do with the poisoning
incident. I’ve tried to help her talk through this problem; to come
to terms with it – thus far she has spurned each and every one of
my valiant attempts. Yoyo I don’t know anything about. SLQ
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TREASURE IN MY HEAD
A short story
By DAVID MCVEY

We hung suspended in dark misty space, cut off from the world
by the roar of the engines and the rush of cold damp air. A few
lights blinked and flashed below; big guns, perhaps. Allconsuming was the bitter, enveloping cold; the skin on my face
was numb and lifeless from the wind.
Quite suddenly the day emerged out of the gloom and a greygreen world was born courtesy of an unseen sun somewhere off
to the south-east. It had started to rain, the drops feeling like
needles of ice. The pilot made motions with his left hand to
indicate that we were about to descend. A smooth green field
flew up to meet us; I flexed my body for the impact.
The field wasn’t that smooth, as it turned out, its lumps and
bumps hurling the little aircraft about. As we roared to a stop,
with the machine still pulsing, it felt as if the landing had rearranged all my insides. I hoisted myself from my seat, balanced
on the fuselage and then jumped to the ground; I was numb and
stiff so I landed in a soggy heap on wet stubble.
‘Good luck, old man,’ yelled the pilot, ‘Back here, daybreak, on
the 13th.’
I hauled myself to my feet, backed away from the aircraft,
waved, and ran for cover. I didn’t watch the take-off, instead
following hedges, ditches and small belts of woodland along a
route I’d memorised from maps and photographs, and then
concealed myself in a small copse a long way from the road. The
idea was to get away from the landing site in case the Germans,
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having heard the plane, came to investigate. I waited a full hour,
to be certain, and reflected on the meeting that had brought me
here.
‘What’s the point?’ I’d asked, ‘The war’s nearly over, isn’t it?
The intelligence officer remained silent for a spell, merely giving
me a wry gaze, before carrying on, pointing to some aerial
photographs that lay on the table. ‘We’ll be advancing along this
road. Horse transport, footsoldiers, motor-lorries, ambulances,
everything. This wood,’ he pointed to a large lozenge of closelypacked trees, ‘we know nothing about, except that the track
leading into it is new since the start of the war. There could be
anything in there - redoubt, artillery, barracks - and aircraft
wouldn’t see it. So you go there, have a look, find out what’s in
it, and report back. You’ll have five days.’
‘So I could be shot as a spy just as the war ends?’
‘I don’t see any need for that. You’ll have to stay out of sight and
your uniform will do as well as anything.’
He made it all seem so safe, so reasonable. Now here I was in a
damp, rain-sodden November, shivering uncontrollably in a
field in occupied Belgium. It was time to move.
I watched the farm cottage for half an hour before I went to the
door, just to be sure that it harboured no unwelcome guests. The
woman who answered asked few questions. Her two sons were
in the Belgian Army and we’d expected her to be co-operative. I
showed her my cap badge and a picture I had of myself in fulldress uniform (no Germans wore the kilt, after all) and did my
best in broken French; ‘Grand Bretagne... Ecossais ... ami...’ In
fact she was Flemish-speaking but a tiny amount of French was
all we had in common.
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She showed me into a clean but cluttered parlour and brought
me some fried eggs and a large cup of fresh milk. I managed to
explain that I needed to hide until nightfall and she nodded and
smiled. I was able to tell her about her sons, that they were both
still alive; she hadn’t known.
That evening, I merged into a clump of autumn bushes that
dropped wet leaves, like cold dead fish, under an onslaught of
rain. Somewhere, miles back, there was artillery fire and once or
twice, as I waited, aircraft buzzed over. The woman had shown
me a secret, out-of-view way of getting to this point, looking
over the road towards the wood, which was actually a plantation
of close-ranked pines.
Traffic on the rough track that
disappeared into the trees was sparse - just the odd motor-lorry and nothing compared to the non-stop activity on the main road,
an unceasing flow of retreating troops, horse-drawn transport
and motors. One group of soldiers stopped by the road just
yards from me, squatting low and chatting in a defeated,
taciturn manner. One of them stood up, climbed the verge a little
way, turned his back to his companions, fumbled with his
trousers and began to pee, loud, long and steamy, into the
undergrowth. The arc of urine landed in long grass with a hot
hiss just five yards from me.
It grew dark and the retreating traffic became sparse, enabling
me to slip across the road and into the pines. It was difficult at
first to go safely as the trees were planted close together and if
I’d hurried I could have put out both my eyes. I kept going, as
quietly and carefully as possible, into a dark world of sharp pine
scents and damp earth. And then I came to a clearing.
Here I must record how I was feeling at this time. I was cold, wet
and alone in occupied territory, blundering about in a midnightdark forest, yes. I knew war and knew that I hated it; I’d served
in Mesopotamia and Macedonia and for the last year on the
Western Front so I knew all about it. Yet this; pitting my wits
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against the enemy without a shot fired (hopefully) in a kind of
Baden-Powell game - and it felt like a game - was something I
was enjoying. Yes, enjoying.
And more; I felt at last as if I were making some kind of
measurable difference; any information I was able to obtain and
keep, like treasure in my head, could save lives, and might help
to shorten the war and bring us closer to an end of the tears.
What I was doing was exciting and it also mattered; very
different from being just one more piece of cannon fodder in a
gruelling advance.
I felt alive.
I had wondered how I would cope in the dark (all I had for light
was a box of matches and a cigarette lighter) but in fact the
spaces within the forest were lit here and there by lanterns and
once a motor-lorry drove past with subdued headlights running.
There were lines of motor-lorries and a few hastily-built
workshops and garages and what looked like a fuel store.
Several long, narrow rides had been cut through the forest,
invisible from the air and forming spacious motor-lorry lines. I
worked my way round the forest during the rest of the night and
I did find, at the apex of the plantation that faced the line of the
allied advance, an arc of sandbags, as if a machine-gun post
were being prepared.
There was little to worry us here; perhaps enough to justify some
air attacks ahead of the advance but that was all. Methodically I
again thought through the details, the numbers, the geography,
as I picked my way through the sodden night-time countryside
back to the farm. I couldn’t, of course, write the information
down; so I pictured and memorised and revised, guarding the
treasure.
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The woman had been dozing in an armchair and welcomed me
back. I managed to explain that I had to remain until the 13th,
Tuesday, just before daybreak. She nodded and directed me
towards the same parlour I’d been in before.
I saw little daylight over the next few days. As far as possible I
tried to keep away from the windows and disciplined my
bladder and bowels so that I only went to the privy opposite the
back door after dark. I heard stamping of feet and banging of
doors and gruff, terse conversation when the old men who were
helping to keep the farm going came in to discuss things with
the woman. There was never any sign of the Germans. This
puzzled me, given that some of them must have heard the plane
the other morning. They seemed to have lost interest.
On the Tuesday morning I set off some while before it got light.
The woman became tearful when I left and I did my best to
assure her that she’d be seeing her sons very soon. I made my
way to a secluded corner of the landing field, wrapped myself in
my greatcoat, made myself as comfortable as possible and
strained my ears for the sound of aero engines.
All I could hear was the rattle of rain on leaf and the slow
hubbub of defeat trickling along the distant road. I noticed that
there was no dawn rumble of artillery fire. The day hauled itself
into sluggish grey life until finally there was a kind of pearliness
through the drizzle. But no one came for me.
I spent the time continuing to rehearse the information I’d
gathered, but by about nine o’ clock it was clear that I’d have to
return to the farm. If contact wasn’t made, my orders were to
take cover again and keep trying every dawn until someone
showed up. I stood up, shook rain and mud and leaf-litter from
my coat, and began to edge along the field. Immediately I came
face-to-face with a German soldier.
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He was filthy and unshaven and painfully thin; he looked at me,
at my greatcoat. His face dully showed surprise and puzzlement
- but no fear.
And then he continued past me, heading for the road.
I watched him go, then turned back towards the farmhouse,
wondering if I should try to hide elsewhere rather than endanger
the woman now that a German - albeit an uninterested one - had
seen me. And then I saw that there were more Germans taking
their rest in the next field. One of them saw me, waved a brown
glass bottle in the air and yelled, ‘Hey, Tommy! Come and have
a drink with us!’
I walked towards them warily, ready with my prepared story
about being caught ahead of the main advance, only to be
slapped heartily on the back and told, ‘Ha! No need for us to
fight now, eh? War’s over!’ A bottle was shoved into my hand.
War’s over?
It was obvious I didn’t know what they were talking about, so
they explained that two days before there had been an Armistice.
‘We Germans have to get out of Belgium soon, yes? Good!
Maybe join the revolution back at home!’
I can’t say I was thinking about the end of killing, of lives no
longer to be sacrificed on a conveyor belt of death, of peace and
reconciliation, of going home to my wife and the children and
my job and being back in Glasgow and never having to shoot or
be shot at again.
No, I was thinking about the adventure of the last few days, of
the concealment and guile and fieldcraft, of the information I’d
obtained that could have been significant but... was all for
nothing. Pointless. I might as well have stayed in my billet. The
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information I’d obtained at such effort was no longer of value to
anyone.
I returned to the remains of the final front line in an unlikely
manner, hitching a lift in a German motor-lorry. I jumped off
and walked past masses of puzzled German soldiers, through
empty fields churned by recent shellfire, and found a British unit
that was itself packing up and getting ready to leave.
‘Still, did the job well, eh? Served your country, did your job,’
said my CO, later.
I looked right through him. He didn’t understand. It was as if
nothing could ever really matter, as if I could never really be
alive again. SLQ
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EDITORIAL NOTE
The online version of Sentinel Literary Quarterly, starting with
this issue, will now be published as a single pdf file. This will
make it easier for our readers to download the magazine at no
cost to the computers, tablets and smartphones or share with
friends, family and colleagues. Any of our readers interested in
owning a hard copy may of course order one.
The Sentinel Champions section features the winning and
commended poems from the Sentinel Literary Quarterly Poetry
Competition (November 2016) judged by Roger Elkin. Many
congratulations to first prize winner Jackie Wills with ‘Notes on
an Expedition to Mexico’, second prize winner, Simon Jackson
with ‘Foetal Position’, and John Lindley whose poem ‘To become
One with Nature’ won the third prize. The highly commended
poets are Stephen James – ‘Belonging’, Christopher James –
‘Chiang Mai Fire’ and Fran Baillie – ‘Game’. Baillie also has a
commended poem ‘Blackcap’. The other commended poets are
Lesley Burt – ‘Mr & Mrs Andrews take exercise’, (wonderful to
see our first prize winner from the August 2016 competition
become commended in November), and Dr Richard Craven –
‘Sonnet 74’. The Sentinel Literary Quarterly Poetry Competition
has been successfully organized every three months since July
2009.
Poetry Editor, Mandy Pannett has chosen some really stirring
poems in the SLQ Poetry section of the magazine. I just love
Andy Mclean’s ‘Syria as Metaphor’. Hear him:
Blessed are the bombed
For they must have deserved it,
N’est-ce pas?
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Those inadvertently baptized
Into the Aegean
Are already saved, so we’re all goodYes?
And in Kashmir, Debasish Parashar tortured me with these six
lines:
The city
danced
to the tune of curfews
a tribhanga
reduced to fractured joints
aesthetically numb
Place a picture of Aleppo next to Kashmir and you will cut it fine
near the borders of depression and despair. I really want to see
more politically and socially aware poetry in SLQ in future
issues.
My story of the quarter is ‘Human Resources’ by Brian
Coughlan. This is beautiful story that captures workplace cruelty
and the consequence of management’s insensitivity and a
culture of blaming victims. I can see where Anna is coming from,
even though her response to the problem is a little extreme, but
then, to be fair, everything drove her to that point.
I really hope that you like this issue of SLQ. By all means let us
have your feedback and suggestions on how to improve this
magazine. If you can, write a review of the poems, short stories
and other items published. From the next issue, one short play
will have a pride of place.
Happy reading.
Nnorom Azuonye
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